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C*-Algebren
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Die nun mittlerweile dritte Oberwolfachtagung über C*-Algebren fand unter der
Leitung der Herren J. Cuntz (Marseille) und R. Nagel (Tübingen) statt. In
einem sehr reichhaltigen Programm wurde die ganze Vielfalt der Theorie der
C*- und W*-Algebren und zahlreiche Aspekte der Anwendungsmöglichkeiten
in anderen mathematischen Gebieten repräsentiert. Die thematischen Schwer
punkte reichten von der Strukturtheorie einfacher C*-Algebren über das Klassi
fikationsproblem für Unterf~oren, C·-dynamische Systeme und Derivationen,
vollständig beschränkte Abbildungen und deren Bedeutung in der Kohomolo
gietheorie bis zur nichtkommutativen Wahrscheinlichkeitstheorie, zur nichtkom
mtitativen Differentialgeometrie und. zur K- und KK-Theorie von Operatoral
gehren. Ebenso wurden in neuerer Zeit beobachtete und bedeutsam gewordene

"Zusammenhänge zur Physik, insbesondere zur Quantenfeldtheorie diskutiert. Das
Wechselspiel zwischen mathematischen und physikalischen Ideen und die Bedeu
tung der Geometrie wurden einmal mehr deutlich. In diesem Zusammenhang ist
besonders die spektrale Analyse von (diskretisierten) Schrödingeroperatoren iu
erwähnen. Vorgestellt wurden auch Anwendungen der C*-Theorie auf Toeplitzo
peratoren und auf die harmonische Analyse einfacher Liegruppen.

Zusammenfassend läßt dieser überaus fruchtbare Gedankenaustausch von
über 50 Mathematikern und -innen nur einen Wunsch offen: Daß es bald eine
.vierte C*-Tagung in Oberwolfach geben möge.
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s. Baaj (Orleans) (joint work with G. Skandalis (Paris»

Equivariant KK-theory {or at;tions ofHopf algebras

To every pair (A, B) of C*-algebras endowed with.an action of a Hopf algebra S,
we associate an equivariant KK group denoted K Ks(A, B). For a 10cally compact
group G and the Hopf algebra S = Co{G), we recover Kasparov's equivariant
group KKo{A,B).If S = C;{G), we find a new group called KKa{A,B)
equal to the corresponding Kasparov group for abelian G.

THEOREM. Let A, B, D be C*-algebras on which a Hopf algebra S· acts.
Then (with the usual separability conditions), the Kasparov product:

KKs(A,D) x K~s{D,B) ---. KKs(A,B)

exists and is a5&oeiative.,

Among other results we prove that Kasparov's homomorphism 10 mapping
KKG(A,B) into KKä(A X r G,B X r G) as weIl as '0 : KKo(C,D) -t

KKo(C x G, D x G) are isomorphisms. In fact, using the generalized Takesaki
Takai duality, these homomorphisms are inverses of each other. We also show that
.the funetors K Kr (D, .) and K Kr (" D) are half exact for amenable discrete
groups r.

C.J.K. Batty (Oxford)

Derivations and heat semigroups

It is conjectured that if a finite dimensional Lie algebra 9 acts as a Lie algebra of
closed *-derivations on a C*-algebra A, with basis 6l, ... ,6d, and tbe Laplacian
ß = Ei 61 is closable and ii generates a (holomorphic) contraction semigroup,
and V{ß) is a eore for each 6i , then 9 exponentiates to an action Q of the
simply-connected eovering group G on A. This is proved to be- true for G = Ht, A
Le. for a single derivation. .,

Moreover, in general, D is a generator if and only i.f (A - 6)-1 exists and
sUpll[t5(A - 6)-1]"11 < 00 for all A E IR \ {O}.

n

B. Blackadar (Reno)

Comparability in simple C*-algebras

The following is the most important open question in the strueture theory of
simple C*-algebras:
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Fundamental Comparability Question (F.C.Q.): Let A be a simple unital C*
algebra, p, q non-zero projections in A. If r(p) < r(q) for all tracial states r,
is p-.<q?

This questi~n includ.es tbe two well-known open questions of whether ev
ery finite simple C*-algebra ia stably finite, and whethe-r every quasitrace is a
traee .. Ta avoid these questionS, the Fundamental Comparability Question 'can be
rephrased: "

F.C.Q., Version 2: Let A be a stably finite simple unital C*-algebra, p, q
projections in A. If r(p) < r(q) for all normalized quasitraces . T on A, is.
p-<q?

The F.C.Q. can be studioo via the semigroup Vo(A) of isomorphism classes
of non-zero finitely generated projective modules.

THEOREM. A stably finite simple unital C*-algebra A satisfies the F.C.Q.
if and only if \tO (A) has strict cancellation and is strictly unperforated, and
every homomorphism from Vo(A) into (II4, +) is induced by a quasitra.ce.

The F.C.Q. can be studied by applying the theory ·of ordered semigroups'
to the semigroup W(A) formed in analogy with Vo(A), hut using arbitrary
p'ositive elements in matrix algebras rather than just projections. W(A) has a
natural ordering different from the algebraic ordering, and also has a certain type
of monotone q-cornplet~ness.

There.is a growing body of empirical evidence in favour of the F.C.Q.

F. BeckhofF (Münster)

Korovkin-theory in algebras, H*-algebras and liminal C*-algebras

The notations are taken from F. Altornare, Korovkin closures in Banack alge
bras, Proc. of the IX. Conf. in Operator Theory, Timi§oara-Herculane, 1984. A
theorem ahout H*-algebras implies for dual C*-algebras A that r c A ~
K orLl

,+ (T U T*'o T) = J(T). This is a partial answer to the question _following
Theorem 8 iil"Altomare's article. Let K orU{T) be the set of all x in A such
that whenever B is a C*-algebra, 1r: A --+ B a *-homomorphism, (Pa)o a net in
L1'+(A, B) with the property that Pot· --+ 1rt for all t E T, then Pax --+ 1rX,

the universaIKorovkin-closure. (Different from Altomare's paper.) The last result
enables us to achieve an upper estimate for the universal Korovkin-closure by a
cert~n topological closure. This leads for liminal C*-algebras with T2-spectrulp
by using same representation theory to the followtng result: There is a finite sub- .
set -T c A such that K orU(T) = A iff there is a finite subset S C A s:uch that
J(S) = A. . . .
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o. Br~tteli (Trondheim)
(joint work with G.A. Elliott (Copenhagen) and A. Kishimoto (Toronto»

Quasi-product actions of compact groups on C*-algebras .

Let A be a separable C*-algebra, G a compact group with more than one
element and 0 a faithful action of G on A. The following conditions are
equivalent:

(1) There is a 6 > 0 such that for all x, y E A

sup{llxaylIl a E AQ
, lIall = I} ~ 511xllllyII

where A Q denotes the fixed point algebra.

(2) Condition (1) with 6 = 1.

(3) There is a faithful irreduciblerepresentation .1r of A such that 1rIAa

is irreducible. (This is equivalent to the center of the representation on the
O

space
~1r ~ L2(G) given by p = J~ 1r 0 Og dg being 1 ~ L~(G).)

(4) There exists a pure a-invanant state w on A such that 1rw lAa is
faithful.

(5) For any sequence. ({n) of finite dimensional unitary representations of
G, with dn = dim({n), define ßg as the product-type automorphism ßg =
~n Ad({n(g» on the UHF-algebra C = ®n Mdn' Then there exists an 0**
invariant open projection q E A*. and a globally o-invariant .C*-subalgebra B
of A such that q E B', qAq = Bq, q E J •• ~ A·· for any non-zero ideal J in

. A and (Bq,G,ojSq) ~ (C,G,ß).

E. Christensen (Copenhagen) (joint work with A. Sinclair (Edinburgh»

Linear mappings on operator algebras

Using techniques due to B.E.Johnson, R.V.Kadison and J.R.Ringrose and a trick
which is based on the different nature ofthe" LOO-norm on A" and the" LI-norm
on A·", it was proved that for a C*-algebra A without bounded traces the ~orm
continuous Hochschild cohomology for A with coefficients in the dual space A·
vanishes.

Based on an article by J.Arazy and J .Lindenstrauss it was proved that any
injective von Neumann algebra S on a separable Hilbert space H is completely
bounded" isomorphie to B(H), if S ia not finite type I of bounded degree. It
is clear that commutative von Neumann algebras are not completely bounded
isomorphie to B(H) since they do have the approximation property, which
1J(H) by a result of A.Szankowski does not. 0

It is an open problem whether a von Neumann algebra S which ia completely
bounded isomorphie to B(H) roust necessarily be injective. '
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s. J;>oplicher (Roma) (joint work with J. Roberts (Osnabrüek)) .

Semigroups oE endamorphisms of C*-algebra.s, cross products, and duality theory for
compact groups .'

Dur investigations were motivated by the analysis of the super~lectionstructure
in Quantum Field Theory in terms of loeal observables. We ehara.cterize those
semigroups a consiSting of unital endomorphisms of C*~algebras A with een
tre the sealar multiples of the identity such that the associated full subcategory
of End A is an abstract compact group dual. Here End A is the category
with objects the unital endomorphisms of A arid with arrows their intertwin
ers in A. End A is always astriet monoidal C*-category. We assume that the
full strict monoidal C*-subcategory with objects ~ iS,also symmetrie and "spa
cially directed", Le. the monoidal operations should behave like assoeiative tensor
products and properties similar to the existenee of conjugates should hold. We
construct a cross praduet B where each element of ~ becomes inner in the
sense tha~there is a Hilbert spa.ce Hp' in B inducing pE ß on A. A co~pact

group.emerges, the stabilizer of A in. Aut B, unitarily represented on eaeh Hp.
These represen~ations and their intertwiners form a category isomorphie (a.s a
striet symmetrie monoidal C*-category) to the fuU'subcategory of End A with
objects ß. All compact groups G appear in this way;. every representation
theory of G (unitary representations with finite dimension greater than one and
their intertwiners) ean be realized within a cross product of the above mentioned
type where the subalgebra A of G-fixed points is simple, and determines on A
an' abstract G dual in which the given representation eategory can be embedded
as a full subcategory.

G.A. Elliott (Cop~nhagenand Toronto) (joint work with M.-D. Choi (Toronto)

An spectral gaps are open for an almost Mathieu operator with Liouvi11e frequency

It ia~ open question whether the self-adjoint operator h(8,..\) on l2('4) defined
by. -

.(h(8,'\){)n = en-l + {n+l +..\(2C08 21rn8)en,

where . 0 ~ 8 :$ 1 and ..\ > 0, ,has spectrum a Cantor set if 8 is irrational.
This was shown by Bellisard and Simon in 1982 for a dense set of pairs (8,..\).
We show this for 8 a Liouville number (Le. for 8 such that for every . C > 0
there exists ~ E ~ with 18 - ~ I < c-q ), and for ..\ arbitrary. Using a result of
Bellisard and Simon, wealso show that, when 6 is a Liouville number, for every
integer m there 'exists a gap in the spectrum of h((J, ..\) at which the integrated
density of states (i.e. the trace of the spectral projection ~-OOtgap](h«(J,"\)) in
the C*-algebra generated by the bilateral shift and the multiplication operator
n1-+ e21rinB -the'irrational rotation C*-algebra - is m(J (mod~ ). 'In other \yords
(by results of Pimsner and. Voiculescu, 1980), all possible gaps in the spectrum
exist. .
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The praof uses the rational and the irrational rotation C*-algebras, and,
specifical!y, the following noncommutative binomial theorem for the generators
of these algebras:

Let a and b be elements of an algebra such that ba = "(ab witb "( E (1j.

Then
n

(a + b)n = L (:)1' an-kbk

k=O

with (n) - {l_Jn)(I_J n-l)"·(I-J n-l:+l) If "V. is a primitive (n+1)-st root of
k l' - (1-")(I-,,2).·.(I-,,t) . ,

unity, tben I(~)"I = 1.

D.E. Evans (Swansea)

Critical phenomena and operator algebras·

Two dimensionallattice models in classical statistical mecbanics, such as the Potts
or Andrews-Baxter-Forrester modeI.S ean be reformulated in a one-dimensional
quantum or ~o-n-commutative setting. This is via the transfer matrix ~etbod,
where projections~satisfying tbe Jones' relations appear naturally. In tbe con
tinuum limit, where tbe lattiee spacing goes to zero, one gets a conformal field
theory, with representations of the Virasoro algebra. The classification of unitary
irreducible highest weight representations of the Virasoro algebra is in terms of a
eentral charge c, which is either greater than 1 or 1- m(':+I)' m = 3,4, ... , has
been associated to the Potts and ABF models. It is thus natural to ask for a direct
link between tbe Jones classification of index of subfactors and that of Fredan,
Qin, and Slenker on tbe above classification of representations of the Virasoro
algebra. A. Connes and the speaker have sbown how to construct currents from
tbe Jones' algebra,'.and so representations of the Virasoro algebra with ce'ntral
charge the same as in the case of index 2 (Ising model).

T. Giordano (Geneve) (joint work with D.E. Handelman (Ottawa))

RfJal AF C*-algebras with Ko oE small rank

Areal AF C*-algebra is the norm closure of a direct limit of finite dimensional
real C*-algebras (with real *-algebra maps). Let R be a simple complex AF
C*-algebra such that Ko(R) is free of rank 2 or 3. Th~ problem is to find (np
to Morita equivalence) all real AF C*-algebras A such that A ~ (1j ~ R.

If the rank is 2, tben generally tbere are 8 such classes. The exceptional cases
arise when the ratio ofthe two generators in Ko(R) is a q-adic (algebraic) nnmber
and here, there are 4, 5 or 8 Morita equivalence classes, the number depending
largely on the behavionr of the prime 2 in the relevant algebraic number field.

Let S .be a subset of {r, c, h}. Areal AF C*-algebra A is said to be of
type S if it can be written as a limit of a direct surn of matrix algebras over the
fields indicated in S. When Ko(R) has rank 3, the corresp?nding A must be
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of one of the types r, h, TC, ch or rh (but it eannot be of type c). The classification
of type rh is tben analogous to that of tbe rank 2 situation.

In tbe ease üf rc (and eh is similar, since we can go from one to tbe
other' by tensoring with the quaternions), there is a unique trace on R. Tbere
are generally just 3 Morita equivalence classes of such A, and in tbe exceptional
cases "(corresponding to a quadratic image in tbe reals), there are 2 or 1. "

u. Haager~p (Odense) (joint work with E. Stßrmer (Oslo»

Equivalence oE states on von Neumann algebras and the ßow oE weights

Two positive normal funetionals cp,1/1 on a von Neumann algebra Mare called
equivalent (cp f"V 1/1) if 3 U n E U(M) such that 1~m<x>lI1/1 - un cpu;1I = O. The

.. equivalen~e classes Mt / ~ form ci metrie space with metric

d([ep], [1/J]) = inf 111/1 - ucpu*lI·
'uEU(M)

We construct a map cp t-+ <p of Mt into the positive normal functionals on
th~ smooth flow of weights for M realized as the center Z (N) of the crossed
product N == M Xtrc.J m. for same fixed normal faithful'semifinite weight w on
M as follows: Let (8s)seffi. be the dual action of (JW and r the canonical
trace on .N for which - r 0 (J 8 = e-sr. For every cp E M:, there is a unique
projection e = eV' E Li(N, cp) with the properties that

8s {e) ~ e," S > 0 .and r(xe) = cp(x), x E M.

Put <,3(z) = r(eV'z), z E. Z(N). We prove that cp t-+ rj:J defines an isometry of
Mt inta the set P(N) = {X E Z(N)t I X0 8s ~ e-sx, s > O}. Moreover, if M
has no type I or 111 summands, then tbe range of the map is all of P(N).

As an application, we get a new proof of the diameter formula

1 - xl
diam(sn(M)/f"V) = 2 --1

1 + ~2

for the Donria! state space of a factaf of type lilA, A E [0,1].

u. Haagerup· (Odense)

Informal seminar on Harmonie· an"a1ysis on Sp(l, n) and type II1-factors.
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P. de la Harpe (Geneve)

On the set of indices for subalgebras oE finite dimensional algebras

Let e be the set of those real numbers s > 0 'such that 8 2 = [M : N)
for some pair N C M of finite dimensional von Neumann algebras, where
[ :] indicates index a la Jones. Works of Lagrange (1759), Kronecker (1857) and
Coxeter (around 1950) imply that e n [l,2[ = {2eos(~)}q=3,4,.... A.J.Ho~man
(Springer LeetureNotes SOS (1972), 165-172) showed that limit points of c less

than Aoo = J v'5 + 2 constitute an inereasing sequence '\2 = 2 < A3 < ... -4

Aoo ' On the other hand, it is easy to check that 8t E c and 8 + tEe if 8, tEe.
Here are two recent pt9gresses. i

THEOREM (J.Shear~r). The closure of e contains [oXoo , 00[.
( , ;

PROPOSITION (Pl de la Harpe and H.Wenzl). Define polynomials (Rj)j~o

in ~ [11 by ~ = 1, R1 = T, Rj = TRj-.l - Ri-2. If A E E . satisfies
A ~ 2cos( 1c~I)' then Rk(A) E e.

R. Herman (University Park)

Pairs of factors: The infinite index ease

We show that, for N'f:;; M, pairs of II1-factors, a basis for 11 over N always
. exists. This extends the' results of Pimsner and .Popa for finite index: If MI

denotes the first extension (in the sense of'Jonea) there is an operator valued
weight from Mt to M relating the traces. (This is a result of Haagerup.) We
show that MI is isomorphie to Mat(N) an~ M2 ia isomorphie to .Mat(M)
with the inelusion being the obvious one. There thus exists a projection from
M 2 onto MI. These general results are then used to characterize twisted crossed
produets by discrete groups. The theorem is that M is a twisted crossed product
of N by a discrete group if and only if N' nM = <Dl, N' n Mt is abelian and 
Ni n M 2 ja a factor.

p~ Julg (Paris) (joint work with A. Valette (Bruxelles»

Fredholm modules and Bruhat-Tits buildings

Tbe proof 'of non-existence of non-trivial projections in C;(Fn ) (Pimsner
Voiculescu, Cuntz, Connes, Julg-Valette) has led to a Ffedholm Illodule asso
eiated with a group action on a tree. In order to generalize this to more general
groups ~rie has to generalize the construction of that Fredholm module to con
tractible ~implicial complexes. We show that ~his is pOSsible in the case of affine
type buildings whieh were introduced by F.Bruhat and J.Tits as analogues of tbe
~emanniansymmetrie spaces ofnon-compact type, when Lie'groups are replace<;l
by p-adic groups. If ß q = {q-simpliees of the building} .' and Xo E ß ~, we define

.an unbounded operator d: l2 (ßq) ..-+ l2 (ßq+1) whieh is roughly speaking the
exterior multiplication by the "vector fiel~" x t-+ (xxo)· One has f = 0 'and
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_(d + d*)2 = dd* + d*d = p2 wbere p is tbe distance to Xo. Tbe operator
D = d + d* on 12(~) satisfies tbe axioms of 8-summable Fredholm modules
introduced by A.Connes:

(1)

(2)

[D,g] is bounded for any 9 ~ G

e-tD' is trace' class for any t > o.

D. Kastler (Marseille)
(joint work with R. Stora, A. Jadczyk and R. Coquereaux)

Remarks on non-commutative differential and integral calculus

In our talk we discussed tbe following, topics:

Tbe Fredholm modules yielded by elliptic operators as the starting point of
A.Connes' discovery of cyclic cohomology.

Tbe 7l12-graded cyclic cohomology of a complex algebra A (definition based
on the multiplication algorithm in the differential envelope {}(A».

The unital differential envelope OA as a subalgebra of the ideal AO(A) of
O(A). Description of O(A) for A 7l/2-graded in terms of O(.d), with A the
c'orresponding trivially graded algebra.

Tbe notion of Lie Cartan pairs (resp. graded Lie Cartan pairs) as the extrac
tion of the algebraic aspects "of usual (resp. fermi9nic) differential geometry.

The B~rezin integral (fennionic integration) in terms of the ~ /2-graded cyclic
cohomology of the Grassmann algebra.

A. Kishimoto (Toronto)

Type I orbits in the pure states oE C*-dynamical systems .

e B. Kümmerer (Tübingen)

On non-commutative stationary Markov processes

We consider a pair (A,~) (A a W*-algebra, cp a. normal state on A) as
a non-commutative probability space. Given such a probability space (A, cP)
with cP faithful we define a non-commutative random variable to be an injec
tive *-homomorphism i: A --+ (A, <,3), A another W*-algebra, such that there
exists a conditional expectation from A onto i(A) which leaves ejJ invari
ant. From this we derive the notions of non-commutative stationary processes,
transition operators, Chapman-Kolmogorov-equatfons and Markov processes. In
the non-commutative setting for a given semigroup of transition operators, a
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corresponding Markov process need not to exist, and 'if it exists it is no longer
determined by its transition operators (in contrast to the situation in classicaJ
probability theory). Beside the problem of extending the commutative theory to
the non-commutative setting we are therefore faced with an existence problem
and a classification problem for Markov processes. We give a number of results
on these problems.

R. Long~ (Roma)

Recent developments concerning split inclusions in mathematics and in physics .

The first part of this talJt deals with the problem of restricting a compact action •
0: : G ~ Aut(M) on an infinite factor M to an injective subfactor. If M*
is separable and 0: is dominant (MQ

. is infinite and the monoidal spectrum is
full) we construct an a-invariant injective subfactor R ~ M which is simple
(R V JRJ = B(H), where J is the modular conjugation of M); since simple
subfactors determine the isomorphisms the restrietion of Q to R determines
0; moreover there exists a dense copy in R of the Cuntz algebra 0 00 that
is a-invariant and afo~ is of canonical type (Le. determined by a unltary
representation on. a Hilbert space of isometries generating ( 00 ),

Since all actions can be perturbed to a dominant action, every action is
cocycle conjugate to an action that normalizes a simple injective subfactor.

The second part of the talk describes a joint work with D.Buchholz and
C.D'Antoni. Motivated by the·Buchholz-Wichmann nuclearity condition in Quan
tum Field Theory, we characterize the split property of an inclusion of von Neu

1
mann algebras A ~ B by the nucl~arityof the map .A 3 a 1-+ ß Ban for same
cyclic separating vector n for B.

T. Loring (Swansea)

Homology and homotopy groups tor C*-algebras

Let F.K. be a filtration of K-theory

FoKo = Ko 2 F2 KO 2 F4 Ko 2 ...
FIKI = K l ;:> F3 K I ;:> FaKl ;:> •.• e

which extends the homology of finite CW-complexes in the sense that for n ~ 0

(t) FnKn(C(X» ® ~ ~ ch-1 (ffiHn+2k(x;~ ».
k~O

On the negative side, it was shown that no such filtration can satisfy the following
three axioms simultaneously:

ad'ditivity: FnKn(A EI) B) ~ FnKn{A) EI) FnKn(B)

matrix stability: FnKn{A ® Mk) ~ FnKn(A)

continuity: FnKn(l~ Ak ) ~ l~ FnKn(Ak ).
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There is, however, a filtration, called tbe spherical filtration, which satisfies (t)
and the first two of the above axioms. It arose in joint work with R.Exel. The
definition i8, for A a unital C*-algebra, n ~ 2, FnKn(A) = {x E Kn(A) I
3 unital cp :c(sn) -+ A ~ MIc, (f'.(Bott-element) = x}.

M .. Mathieu (Tübingen)

R~port on e!emen tary ope~ators

Elementary operators originate in the study .of matrix equation~ at the end of the
last century. Since tbe early 1970's, there bas been an extensive investig~tion of
the properties of elementaryoperators acting on B(H), H a Hilbert space. We
report on same recent results on complete positivity and (weak) compactness as
weIl as the spectrum of elementary operators on more general C*-algebras.

P.S. Muhly (Iowa City) (joint work with R .. Curto and J. Xia)

Random operators and real indices

Let (X,ffi.) be a compact flow and let cp E C(X}. For each x E X, let
<f'z(t} = c,o(x + t), t E R, and consider the Toeplitz operator Trpz on H2(IR).
We are concerned with the spectral properties of all the TV'z as z ranges over

. X ..Choose an invariant ergodie probability ineasure m on X. Then the direct
"il;ltegraI. JEB TV'z dm(x) is unitarily equivalent to an operator TV' living in a 1100

factor M.

THEOREM 1. (a)· TV' is Breuer-Fredholm in M <=> cp E C(X)-l.
(h) Index Trp = -I-'z(cp) a.e. m where I-'z(ep) := lim 4;T{arg(cp(x + T») -

. . T-~

I arg(cp(x -T»)}.
'<c) If the flow is strictly ergodic {so that the Itz (cp) exist for all x and have the
same value :'= 'tt(VJ), assuming cp E C{X)-l), and if J.L is injective when viewed,
as it "may be viewe<f, aB a homomorphism of Hl(X,'R} into IR, then TV' and
all the Trp% . are invertible if and only if VJ E C(X)-l and J.t{cp) = o.
THEOREM 2. Suppose (X, IR) is strictly ergodie and let <p E C(X) be such
that cpz E HOO(IR) for all z E X. If VJ E C(X)-l ~d if Jcpdm =F 0, then there
are Yl, Y2 with O· < Yl < Y2 such that the zeros of the analytic extensions of all
the. tpz'8· to the upper half-plane 0 < Im z alilie in th~ strip Yl < Im z < Y2
and Index TC{) = - the density of the zeros of any cpz in the strip.

T~e.proofs use tbe Pincus principal function and generalizations of Jessen'g ~d
Tornehave's work on the value distribution theory of analytic almost periodic
fu~ctions. . ."
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A. ~cneanu (University Park)

Classification oE subfactors of finite deptb

We classify subfactors with index less than 4 of the elementary von Neumann
algebra R: there are one for euh Dynkin diagram An and D 2n , and two
aIiticonjugate but nonconjugate for each of the E6 and Es diagrams. In general,
we introduce a Galois type invariant for inclusions of algebras, called a paragroup,
which is a group-like object, with the underlying set of the group replaced by
a graph, the Haar measure substituted by a harmonie weight on the vertice~,

elements of the group replaced by strings on the graph and harmonie analysis
in the paragroup similar to partition funetion computations in string theory. We
show more generally that for subfactors of finite inde?C, finite depth and scalar . •
centralizer of R, the paragroup is a eomplete conjugacy invariant.

A. 'Ocneanu (University Park)

Informal seminar on Examples oE subfactOrB.

V. Paulsen (Hauston)

Schur products, matrix comp1eti.ons, and semi-discreteness

We exploit a duality between extensions of Schur product maps and completions
of partially defined matriees to abtain some Hahn-Banach type theorems for Schur
produet maps and same matrix completion results. We apply these results to prove
that contractive representations of certain subalgebras of matrices are completely
contractive.

We have obtained certain analogues of the concepts of semi-discreteness "and
hyper-finiteness which hold for a wide class of commutative subspace lattiee al
gebras (CSL). Combining these resultsallows us to canelude that O"-~eakly eon
tractive representations of same CSL-algebras are completely eontractive.

D. Petz (Budapest)

Canonical extension oE states on a subalgebra e
Let M be a von Neumann algebra with a subalgebra Mo. If E· is a conditional
expectation from M into Mo, then any faithful normal state <Po on Mo
admits a natural extension <p = <Po 0 E to M. If Ew is anly an w-conditional
expectation then <Po 0 Ew is not an extension of <Po in general. However, we can .
define a canonieal extension. <p of <Po with respeet to Ew which has remarkable
properties.
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R. ?lymen (Manchester)

Reduced C*-algebras of reductive matrix groups (real and ~adic)

Let G be a reductive matrix group over F, where F is R, <D or a loeal field.
The C*-Plancherel Theorem is stated for such group8. Tbe reduced C*-algebra
C:ed(G) is determined, up to Morita equivaience, for GL(n, F), SL(2, F) and
SL(3, F) where F is a local field. Of special interest is SL(3, ~p) when
p =3 or p == 1 mod 3. Then C;ed(GY contains finitely many components Morita
equivalent to Z/3 x C(T2 ) which is an "orbifold" homeomorphic to the 2-sphere
with 3 tripie points. It is shown how C;ed(SL{2, F» reftects the arithmetic of
the local field F.

J. Rena:Wt {Paris}

The ideal structure oE groupoid crossed product C*-algebras

The results of Sauvageot, Gootman and Rosenberg on the generalized Effros-Hahn
eonjecture are extended to groupoid crossed produet C*-algebras. AB a corollary,
the simplicity of the reduced crossed product C;ed(G, A) is estab~hed under
tbe hypothesis that G is Hausdorff, the action of G on PrIm A is minimal
and there is a point in Prim A with discretely trivial isotropy. Moreover, the
ideal structure of C·(G, A) is determined when G is Hausdorff and the action
of G on Prim A is amenable and essentially free.

N. Riedel (New Orleans)

Same problems related to a certain class oE Schrödinger operators and C*-aJgebras"

The irrational rotation C*-a.lgebras Aa are considered, which are generated by
two unitaries U; tJ satisfying the relation uv = AVU, where A = e211'ia, Q

an irrational number. For any real constant ß the almostMathieu opera
tor h(Q, ß) = 'U + 'U. + ß(v + v·) is defined. An eigenstate ep on Aa for
X in Sp(h(0:, ß) ) is astate having the property v>(h(Cl, ß)a) = Xrp(a) for an
ci. E Aa • Tbe fol1owing conjecture is discussed: Tbe set of all pure eigenstates of
h(Q, ß) is compact witb respect to tbe weak·-topology on A: and tbe connected
components of this eompact space are homeomorpbic to the circle.

J.E. Roberts (Osnabrück) (joint work with S. Doplicher (Roma»

A new duality theory for compact groups

The following characterization of the category of finite-dimensional continuous
unitary representations is given.

THEOREM. Every strict symmetrie monoidal C*-category with conjugat~s and
closed under (finite) direct sums and subobjects for whieh the C*-algebra of endo
morphisms of the monoidal unit reduces to the complex numbers is isomorphie to
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a category of finite-dimensional continuous unitary representations of a compact
group determined uniquely up to isomophism.

N'-- Salinas (Lawrence)

Her~itian holomorpbic vectoi bundles

The definition of hermitian holomorphic vector bundles aver a complex manifold
with fibres in the (real analytic) manifold of all self-adjoint idempotents in a given
unital C*-algebra is introduced. Various equivalent conditions of this definition
are given. It is also proved the following result:

Let T be ~ n-tuple in a given C+-algebra such that the "range" of IT~wl = •

(L: ITj - Wj 1
2

) 2 is closed for every w in a bounded domain 11 ~ <C n, and such
that the projection P(w) onto ker(T - w) (= kerlT - wl) is nontrivial for every
w in 11. Then P is a topological vector bundle if and only if it is a holomorphic
vector bundle.

c. Skau (Trondheim)

On the ergodic-theoretic praoE oE Szemeredi's theorem

Fürstenberg proved in 1977 the following multiple recurrence theorem:

Let (X, B, J.L, T) be a Lebesgue measure-preserving ergodic system with
Jl(X) = 1. Let A E B, J.t(A) > O. For any natural number k there exists a
natural number n such that p.(A r} T-n n ... n T-kn) > O.

This theorem is actually equivalent to Szemeredi's theorem on arithmetic pro
gressions in subsets of the natural numbers with positive upper density.

. We consider the possibility of giving a proof of Fürstenberts theorem by
using Jewett-Krieger's representation theorem of (X, B, jJ, T) 88 a uniquely er
godic action on a Cantor set and then apply van der Waerden's theorem. In that
way we may avoid the dichotomy in Fürstenberg's proof between weak mixing
and compact .. systems, which makes his proof so complicated. To make the new
approach work it is necessary to modify Jewett's "perturbation to uniformity"- _
technique so that 'a given set A E B will correspond to a set with non-empty •
interior. This is as yet not achieved.

E. Stermer (Oslo) (joint work with U. Haagerup (Odense))

Centralizers oE normal states

Let M be a von Neumann algebra without a direct summand of type I. If
cp,1/1 E Mt then cp f"oJ 1/1 if there exists a sequence (un ) of unita.ri,es in M
such that lIun1/Ju~ - <pli -+ O. If M = P ® Mn(<C) and Ta is the tracial state
on Mn «(1j) then the map p 1-+ p®TO induces an isometry between the quotient
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spaces Pt / f'J and Mt / f'J. Using this it follows that given f{J E M: then ihere
exists 't/J f'J <p such that the eentralizer M yp contains a I2-factor. A recursive
argument proves that if r.p is faithful then there exists a faithful 1/J f'J <p such
that M.p is of type 111 ,

H. Upmeier (Lawrenee)

Toeplitz C*-algebras and several complex variables

To any bounded symmetrie domain D in <e n one can associate the C*-algebra
Tn generated by all Toeplitz operators (with continuous symbols) on the Hardy

_ space H2(S) over the Shilov boundary S of D.

THEOREM 1. TD is a solvable C*-algebra of length r = rank of D, with a
canonical composition series given in terms of the boundary geometry of D.

THEOREM 2. The composition series I 1 C ... C Ir of Tn induces analytical
j-indices (1 :5 j :5 T) which can be topologieally expressed as the K-theoretie
index eharacter of the j-th stratum of 8D.

Similar results hold for Wiener-Hopf integral operators on symmetrie cones in
Rn.

A. Valette (Bruxelles)

Informal seminar on p-suminable Fredholm modules, following A. Connes.

We discuss the following recent results of Connes that rule out the existence of p
summable unbounded Fredholm modules on a number of interesting C*-algebras.

(1) Let r be a countable group having Kazhdan's property (T). Then

(i) There exists na p-summable unbounded Fredholm module over the
reduced C*-algebra C;(r).
(ii) Any p-summable bounded Fredholm module over tbe group algebra
<D [r], with 1 ~ P :5 2, is homotopic to a trivial module.

(2) If a unit-al C*-algebra admits a p-summable unbounded Fredholm
module, then it admits a positive normalized ·trace.

(3) If a unitaJ C*-algebra A admits a unique tracial state T, and if
moreover T is faithful, then for any p-summable unbounded Fredholm
module (H, D) with H quasi-equivalent to L2 (A, r), the weak closure
of A on H is a hyperfinite von Neumann algebra.

(4) Let r be a countable group containing a copy of tbe free group on
two generators. Then there exists no p-summable unbounded Fredholm
module (H, D) over C;(r), with H quasi-equivalent ~o l2(r).
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A. Wassermann (Berkeley)

Informal seminar on
Ergodie actions oE compact groups on lactaTS and the Yang-Baxter equation.

Ergodic actions with factoT crossed product are classified by bicharacters ß E
'R. 181 'Tl and perturbations D of tbe comultiplication on tbe group algebra
'R. (3 satisfies the Yang-Baxter equation ß12ß13ß23 = ß23ß13ß12. By t~ng

the component of ß ~orresponding to a faithful irreducible representation and
composing with the flip, one obtains a matrix R E End(V ®V) such that
7rR«i, i + 1» = ~,i+l defines a factor representation 7rR of the infinite symmet
rie group 8(00) in (8) EndV. Let N = 1rR(S(OO»)'~ ~ M = (~EndV>". Then
ß and 6 can be recovered from the higher relative commutants of the inclusion _
N c M. For SU(2), 80(3) and 8U(3) one can completely determine the .,
b~characters and hence show that these groups do not admit ergodic actions of
full multiplicity on the hyperfinite 111 . factor.

J. Weidner (Heidelberg)

Kasparov theory for generalized operator algebras

Kasparov's KK-tbeory which was originally defined only for C*-algebras can
be extended to inverse limits of C*-algebras. This is done in sueh a way that '
K K(<D, C(X» is isomorphie to the representable K-theory KO(X) = [X, F(H)]
(:F(H) tbe Fredholm operators on a separable infinite dimensional Hilbert space)
for a large class of spaces containing for example all CW-complexes.

R. Zekri (Marseille)

Extensions of C*-algebras and e(A)

For any C*-algebra A, let QA = A * A be the free product of A with itself.
Denote by qA the. kernel of the multiplication map, sending QA onto A.
(Just identify the two eopies of A.) Cuntz has shown that, if A and B are
separable, trivially graded C*-algebras, then K KO(A, B) ~ [qA,.K: ® B], the
gr~uPOfhomo(to)pYClassesofhomomorphismsfromqA to 1\,<8>B. Wedefinethe -"
C -algebra e A as the cross product of qA by the automorphism exchanging .,
the two copies of A, and show that KK1(A,B) ~ [c(A),K,<8>B]. We also discuss
the Kasparov product in the setting of the qA and c(A) C*-algebras.

G. Zeller-Meier (Marseille)

Some BÖ Eu apparently unnoticed remarks on Hilbert C*-modules

Let B be a C*-algebra. Every B-inner product < {, 'Tl > on a complex v~ctor

space E defines a semi-norm and 11 <: e, 'Tl > 11 ~ 211ellll'TllI is true (with equality
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phtainable for B = M2(~), E = (D2). Thus, we can copy the complex Hilbert
space theory even if we da not have aB-module action. Let E be a B-Hilbert
space. One gets (Rieffel made the first step) that a non-degenerate (faithful)
representation of a C·-algebra A iuto the C*-algebra- Ls(E) (af all maps with
adjoints) can be extended into a (faithful) representation of LM(A) (the Banach
algebra of all tbe left centralizers of A) into L~(E). Now if E is a Hilbert B
module, one gets an identification of. LM(KB(E» with tbe Banach algebra
B B(E) of all bounded B-module endomorphisms. Let E be a B-pre-Hilbert
space. Then we' get (constructing a Hilbert B-module from a positive B-kernel)
that there are a Hilbert B-module F and a linear map, preser·ving the B-inner
product, &om E into F iff E has the Gramm. property (i.e. for every finite
set {{t, ... , {n} in E, the matrix « {i, {j >ij) belongs to Mn(A)+). If B is
abelian, every B-pre-Hilbert space has the Gramm property.

L. Zsid6 (Stuttgart) .

On the sequential approach for operator algebras

The opposite nation to the u-additive linear function"als on a Rickart algebra, the
u-singular linear functionals can be defined. It ia reasonable to believe that the
u-singular linear functionals on a Rickart subalgebra of a von Neumann algebra
can be similarly characteIjzed as this was done by M. Takesaki far singular lin
ear functionals on von Neumann algebras. The proposed characterization could
be used to prove continuity properties of Jauch-Piron states on von Neumann
algebras.

Berichterstatter: Martin Matbieu
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